Editor's

Hello

I t was after taking Holy Communion with the team at JOY! Magazine that
the theme ‘…to the Light’ for this issue of arise Magazine came to my heart –
it was confirmed immediately. ‘
…to Light’ means to spark a fire, move from darkness, from unknown to known , from blindness to seeing
and from the world to the Kingdom. The words ‘…to Light’ take me back to the sad time of Jesus’ suffering the whipping, being spat on, ridiculed, shamed, undressed, stabbed, and made to drink sour wine so that
you and I may have eternal life.
There was a moment during the suffering when the
curtain split from top to bottom. At that moment Jesus
migrated us into the Light: Light of knowing that God
is the King of Kings who loves us deeply and gave His
Son to erase our sins with blood from His flesh and His
death.
What kind of love is this?
The splitting of the curtain is the end of an era, death
and sin, and the beginning of Grace and eternal life.
This issue of arise mag is a new beginning – the Light
of God radiates to His children in new territories. It is
the answer to many continuous prayers by many who
love this Ministry. To experience this milestone of arise
mag reaching all corners of South Africa is only God’s
Will and Blessing.
I am over the moon about my sisters’ testimonies and
intellect shared in this issue. When you read Malungi’s
testimony, Crystal’s prayerful journey, and Virginie’s
health and business success, you will either have a
new understanding of the Light that is God or your old
understanding will be refreshed.
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“...you are the Light of the world
… no man lights a candle to
place under the bed but puts
it on the table for all to see”

I am once again humbled by our advertisers. They
are investors who enable us to illuminate God’s
Light for many others while growing their own
brands.
Light is the very first thing that God spoke into
existence. God is Light, so we are Light too. Jesus
calls us the “Light of the world … no man lights a
candle to place under the bed but puts it on the
table for all to see,” Here is arise Magazine. We
Praise God, celebrate Him, and bow down to Him.
I experienced all types of emotions and tears while
working on this issue, but above all it has left me
in awe of God – God the Light, God the Provider,
God the Promise Keeper, God the Comforter, God
the Lover, and God with whom all things are
possible.
With love, to you, through me from my Daddy, our God

M
Kea M
082 970 6035 | @arisemagazineint

Our life journey as women is revolutionary. Looking back at the hardship of
our ancestral mothers and sisters, we realise the scars fixed in the Souls of
women from generations before us. We can’t help but be grateful for the
battles and territory won. We walk with their testimonies. Mine is of my greatgreat grandmother, who was buried alive in the Bethulie Concentration Camp
in the Free State – near the Gariep Dam, during the II Boer War. She was
captured with her son and became sick with flu. The opposition soldiers
simply threw everyone who was sick in a ditch and covered them with sand,
even if they were still alive. The story lived in her six-year-old son who
witnessed the event and carried the tragic story on to his daughter, my
grandmother. The gift of history, especially knowing our own family history,

Pastor Karien Jafta
Methodist Church, Ennerdale

helps us to see God’s favour on our lives, in spite of the injustice our
ancestors suffered.

The history of our trials and struggles as women shows how far we've come and confirms our capacity to go further
- if we choose to ‘Step into the Light’. God's light has a shield of protection, it is full of wisdom, creativity and
inspiration that is only obtained through undeserved Favour and Grace of God.
Women, may we Not Be Afraid! There is nothing that you and I cannot do when we believe in God. The seed of
Faith starts within us. Everything that is in the world started as an idea, including us and what God has called us to
do. Ours is to nurture our God-given ideas by believing Him for it. Let's be encouraged to keep feeding the seed,
the aspiration, and calling with our Faith and it will grow and come to pass. It will grow into a beautiful tree that
bears fruit in its season(Psalm 1:3). And it will only grow with the continuous daily showers of one's Faith. Cover
your Faith with love in all that you do. Let love speak through your ideas, your business, your children, community
and through your example of hard work and commitment to God.
When we keep to Godly principles – Faith, Hope and Love – we overcome and succeed in everything that God has
planned for us and our lives become interlinked with our Godly source, our Creator - the Light.
God spoke Light over the world, we were created in that Light which makes us part of His Light. Our purpose is to
Step into the Light and to shine as bright as God intends for us. This is achievable only through Faith. We must
stay close to Him, talk to Him, trust Him and walk with Him.
Stepping into the Light is part of being Faithful. When we start to walk with God, He calls us His daughters. We will
never be alone! He is always with us - when we fall and at our darkest moments. He is next to us right now and
lives in us and around us. He is the Light that must radiate to the world through us. Arise and let His Light shine.
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I am waiting on God for perfect healing - another
story for another day. Tell us about the accident –
how was he knocked down?
It was a normal evening; I sent my son to call his twin
brother from outside for supper. He returned and said
he couldn’t find him and continued eating his supper.
After fishing his food, he went back outside to look for

when I reached out, I realised that the illumination
was from the coat he was wearing. When I saw his
face, he said to me “don’t worry, where I am going
is where he will be.”
Soon after that vision one of the mothers came to
tell me that your ‘o se a dlulile” (your son has
passed away). I felt empty… like the inside of me
was just a deep empty hole.

his brother. My elder daughter was standing by the
kitchen window. I heard her screaming ‘Hawu Ma
Uphiwe!!’ (Oh Ma…Phiwe)
I thought I was going to go outside and find a child
with a broken leg or arm, but I found a child with an
open head and his one eye hanging outside the eye
socket.
I cried.
While screaming and crying I asked God only one
question, ‘Lord, put his head back together or tell me
where you are taking him’ because, one day, about
two weeks before the accident, I had a vision of hell
and a day after I had a vision of Heaven.
Shock, disbelief and confusion had taken over. In my
crying I kept calling out my son’s name and his hand
moved every time I called his name.

The frequent visions I grew up having persisted. It
was like every vision or Word God gave me was
filling the hole in me. On that night, trying to fall
asleep, I had another vision of the same man
standing across the road from me…he was
holding my son’s hand. I could see them, but they
couldn’t see me.

His voice was as loud
and clear as the planes
that landed and took off.
He continued to say
“…as the planes land and
go, so it shall be with
you… you are mine.”
The park they were in was beautiful and it looked
like everything in it was alive. Even the bright paint

The neighbours had come out of their houses due to

on the jungle gym looked alive…the jungle gym

the crying. The Mamas took me back inside my

looked alive…it was beautiful and I saw the grass,

house, I plunged on the floor screaming ‘Jesus!’

flowers, jungle gym, swings and slides take

repeatedly. And in that moment, I had a short quick

breaths. The man, seemed to be taking my son on

vision of a man walking towards me. He was

a tour of the beautiful park. I knew then that my

surrounded by light. For some reason, at that moment

son was in Heaven.

I knew that my son and I were no longer in the same

The third vision I had was of a high ceiling with

realm. I have never seen the type of brightness that

Angels on it. They were in awe of something or

surrounded that man. His hand reached out to me,

someone…it was unclear to me.
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I looked in the direction they were looking and

Saved to deliver its plot. I knew it was not in the driver’s

first, I saw my son carried on the waist of a man I

heart. He had not planned that on that day he was going

thought the angels were in awe of my son but

to kill someone. I am sure that he was also asking

soon realised that the man carrying my son was

himself – ‘what I have just done?’ I realised that he was

the same man in my other vision. It was Jesus.

also a victim in the situation. I knew he was tormented.

They were looking at Jesus and in awe of Him…

That is why I forgave him.

not my son.

Have you seen the driver since the accident?

Oh, Malungi, this is so special. It sounds like
God made sure that you do not lose your
mind or become completely broken. It is like
He came to you over and over again to

Yes. I even rode in his taxi…I had no feelings of anger
towards him. Remember, I had prayed for him shortly
after the accident. Honestly, I tell you Kea, the Lord
heals and He heals us completely.
Listening to you brings to mind

reassure you that your son was

Jesus’ words: “with man this is

in a better place, where he is

impossible, but with God all

cared for and loved.

things are possible.”

You are right, my Faith grew

At the beginning I was heart

because in the calamity I called

hardened, I became angry for a

Jesus and He physically appeared.

while because the employer of the

I was not left wondering. The

taxi driver blamed my son for

vision of heaven and hell that I

crossing the road. They brought

had prior the accident left me with

money to assist with the burial…it

no worries about where my son

hurt me - I asked myself if my son

was. I also realised that the body

was worth that five thousand rands?

of my son laying on the road was

The healing was a process. The

not my son but something like a wardrobe or a

anger was not towards the driver but towards the

container that had carried his Soul and Spirit.

attitude in which the R5000 was presented to me by his

And the driver?

employer. I cannot remember myself being mad at the

I immediately forgave the driver. Somehow,

driver. I laid the wardrobe to rest but my son was

during that storm, I understood that the driver

already in heaven. And God made this clear to me. It

was a tool in the enemy’s plot. He did not plan it.

brought me healing.

It is amazing how the Lord took me through that
journey of forgiving. Just as God uses us in His
kingdom the enemy also uses those that are not
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How did your daughter react and cope?
She was shaken but did not show it at first. She is a
loving child with good manners but sometimes she

misbehaved. It presented itself as a child that wanted to live without
rules. We only realised later, during counselling, that she was
hurting from the loss. It was difficult to pinpoint as a parent, because
at that very same time, I was also hurting and dealing with the same
loss – we were suffering from the same pain and presented our
suffering differently.
Friend, you were all in pain, you were in pain of a woman
losing a child she had carried in her womb, your son
carried the pain of losing a brother he had shared a
womb with, and your daughter lost a brother he helped
bring up, feed and played with. Is it even fair to ask if you
have any advice for parents going through the same?
I know that not all of us are in the same space Spiritually, but
for Believers, I’d say your dependence on God in
that moment is very important. Speaking about
it also heals I remember the one afternoon,
a few months after my 5year old had left
us, I was walking with my son in the
neighbourhood and one of his late
brother’s friends shouted at my son
‘Where is your brother?’
My son shouted back, without
hesitation: ‘he is in heaven with Jesus!’
When we got home, he asked me
‘…why doesn’t Jesus let my brother
come play with me for just a while?’
Such incidences and questions
opened communication for us.
I believe that God was dealing with
each one of us individually in a
special way to heal us as His
unique children.
Sometimes I miss him, and I shed
a tear.
I learnt that Jesus’ realness
cannot be compared to any other.
He is potently real in my life.
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God has made your other dream come true and
sent you a husband. You are no longer a single
parent.
Yes He did 😊 One day my little one said a prayer
‘…thank you Lord for my daddy and a husband for
my mom.’ My husband’s name means ‘good friend’
and he has become a good friend to me and my
children. He truly was the good friend that became
a Blessing for us.
You have been with Highway Radio for a
while...how did you get started in Radio?
I had a vision many years before I was on radio

that I was going to be on radio but as a person
standing in for someone. I started in 2007 at a
station where I hosted ‘Woman and Her Lord’
feature focusing on the Lord as a lover, provider
and carer. After some time, the station complained
that I mentioned God and Jesus too much. I was
instructed to leave out those names. I did not want
to. The ultimatum was to leave the names out or
lose my job. I quit and returned to corporate. But it
was not for me…I used to have conversations with
my colleagues as though I was on radio
interviewing them…they laughed and became
frustrated.

"...into the Light reminds me of
Proverbs 4:18: the path of the
righteous is like the light of dawn,
which shines brighter and brighter
until full day.
...to know what has already been
done for you, shines God’s Light
from Glory to Glory in your life"

I followed the Lord's voice and resigned from my
job to volunteer at Highway Radio where I took a
drastic pay cut. I never thought I would work for
Highway Radio because I believed there was
enough Light already there. I wished to work at a
non-Christian station so I could introduce God’s
Light there. I have now been with Highway for
almost 10years now.
What would you say are the challenges in
your industry?
Authenticity is very important in this industry, but
you almost have to compromise a lot to grow in
the industry because of trends - what is in and
hot.
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It becomes difficult when you are about God’s
mandate because it is not always fashionable or
hot. But as daughters of The Most - High, we
know that His ways prevail and the real growth
and promotion comes from Him.
What brings you deepest joy in your work?
Highway Radio brings me joy, the environment is
conducive. I love what I do and waking up every
day understanding that I have been given an
ability and opportunity by God to talk to His
people and deliver what I need to deliver in His
name fulfils me.

Love

Prayer

birthed in

In 2021 Crystal Tryon added a third Crown Gospel Award to her name for “Vuka Ukhanye” song which won
the Gospel Crown Award for “Best Music Video”. This follows her 2020 award for writing the “Best Worship
Song” for NCF Music, as well as the “Best Gospel Comedy” 2015 for her lead vocals on the “You Reign CD”
by NCF Music.
“The first time I was ever applauded for my talents and gifting was by my inner circle of love – my family…”
says Durban born, raised and now also Pastor at the New Covenant Fellowship Church.
“My Mom nurtured my love for the creative arts and the Church was the birthing womb for me to train and
use my gifts”
And her gifts have given healing and hope to many, especially the recent song she penned during the July
2021 unrest in KwaZulu Natal. She says the lyrics were birthed in the presence of God.
“…the song was birthed in prayer and intercession during South Arica’s 2021 unrest. Many of us were
scared for our lives, in disbelief of what was unravelling right in our front yards, each moment was worse
than the other and each unlike anything we expected. We all wanted to immediately do something to help
the worse affected.
The very first line of the song is ‘I will catch you when you fall’. This was after experiencing a mother throw
her child from a high story building into the hands of strangers – she had to trust that they would catch her
child. It was not an easy thing to see. In that time, I was I couldn’t supply for all the needs… It was
frustrating and heart wrenching. I managed to shift my focus, asked myself ‘what I can do?’ and ‘Pray!!’ was
the answer.

I prayed and when I prayed, God allowed me to use what I had in my hand, just like Moses had the rod
to save the Israelites, I had prayer. This prayer when South Africa was burning, birthed every line that
became the lyrics to ‘Vuka Ukhanye’.
I thank God that out of that place of prayer and intercession He birthed a song through me. I knew God
would lead and guide in opening doors and allowing the song to be used as a seed into the ear and eye
gates; hearts of His people. This experience taught me that when we allow God to speak to us and
speak through us and we use what we have in obedience to Him, we will see fruit…His fruit.
am grateful to God for the Best Music Video Gospel Crown Award, we received with Creative Director:
Shyane Kistensamy and the TV and radio platforms the song has enjoyed. I am grateful for that, but it is
not the reason we do what we do. We do what we do because it is rooted and grounded in our hearts
and spirits and birthed before the audience of one…God”.
The church has given a lot to my life as a live it today. Growing up in the church and its music, song,
dance and storytelling through the Word, testimonies and how I saw these Spiritual tools touch hearts,
break barriers and unify people of all ages and backgrounds impacted me in a special way. I believe
these church experiences stirred my Spirit towards my God given passions and for me to pursue
Advanced Studies in Psychology and Media Communications.”
I met my husband in Prayer. Before I met him, I was in a
season where I felt it was the right time to Pray for a partner
and I also had the honour of my Spiritual Parents - who
happen to be my biological parents - cover me in the Prayer
of agreement.
As the Bible declares: there is Power in the prayer of
agreement - Matthew 18:19 - and so in prayerful

"even when we
are in the will of
God, we still
have to work
through setbacks
and challenges"

supplication, I made my requests to the Lord.

So, on a Sunday morning in a church in Cape

My Prayer was based on Scripture: He who finds a

Town where I was asked to sing. As I was singing,

wife finds a good thing and obtains favour from the

the sound went off, I continued because the show

Lord - Proverbs 18:22. So I prayed that he would find

must go on no matter the distractions. I was

me. While he was looking for me, I intentionally gave

determined to continue singing...to the point where

into God for Him to prepare me for him.

I asked the congregation to sing along since there
was no sound. As I was singing with the

He found me and the proposal was special only

congregation, I saw my then boyfriend approach

because he knew me and was alert about what is

the stage… I thought he was coming to tell me to

important to me, what I love and would appreciate.

stop and wait for the sound to be fixed.
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I was wrong… I watched him get on one knee… He proposed to me in the middle of a Sunday morning
worship service before the Lord.
I was blown away! In the evening of the same day, he took me to the sea, there were beautiful lights,
and it was st the two of us. It was precious and will forever be imprinted in my heart. I love and
appreciate the way he planned it because both proposals represent who I am, who we are
and our relationship with the Lord – personal and public.”
"God to
We set our wedding date for 28 December 2021. BUT…we both tested positive for
Covid19 just days before the wedding. Our isolation ended on the 25th December,
few days to the wedding. This taught us and enforced that even when we are in the
will of God, we still have to work through setbacks and challenges, but the Word says
that many are the afflictions of the righteous because the Lord will deliver them all.

me is
love, love
personified,
love experienced,
love adored,
love healing."

The last week leading to the wedding is usually when the bride to be takes care of only what the bride
can take care of. But I realised that we had all that we needed, I was reminded that we already have
the things that matter the most - LOVE.
God to me is love, love personified, love experienced, love adored, love healing. He so loved us that he
gave His only begotten son so that whoever believes in him should not parish but have ever lasting life.
It was because of His love that I was able to receive my healing from cancer.
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Business

a Mother's journey to

We have all heard about motherhood being a beautiful experience and a gift to many women. Most mothers
claim to be getting more than they expected from the experience and some are successful businesswomen

because of motherhood. When asked, mothers who are business owners say they do it for the flexibility it
offers and others for the endless possibilities and opportunities that are promised by business and
entrepreneurship. But some mothers are not in business for wanting to provide for their children but
because motherhood led them down an unexpected path where they discover solutions with potential to
help other mothers or the world as a whole.

One such a mother is Virginie Mulder, a
Christian Women Business Network member
and business owner who also introduces
herself as a plant medicine sharer.
Virginie describes her childhood as joyful and
full of memories of living in Mauritius and
Malawi. Like anyone with fond childhood
memories, she wished the same for her
children.
Working in corporate for 18years and dealing
with the challenge of balancing corporate and
family demands had her considering becoming
a business owner for a while. She desired to
work on her own terms and around her
schedule so that she can be available for her
son and daughter. But it was her sons’
academic and emotional struggles at 6years
old that led her to her special business –
especially after realising that the conventional
route and prescribed medication’s side effects
on her son outweighed the benefits...

selfie moment: Virginie Mulder
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“…they made my son anxious and fearful, he
developed facial tics and twitches as side effects
of the medication.

love being an entrepreneur and allowing God to be the
CEO of my business and surrendering all to Him. It isn’t
always easy, but I have learnt to walk in obedience and

It made me very sad to see my child like that. I

truly trust that He has the best plan for my life.

cried for two years…I felt so guilty because I did
not think there was any other solution.
It was a very dark time of our lives, I knew
God, but I didn't have a personal relationship
with Him at that time. My husband and I
drew the line in the sand and said, ‘no more!’.
This is when I stumbled across doTERRA
essential oils, and we haven't looked
back since.

Being a Christian businesswoman means that I place
God as the head
and CEO of
my business,
I walk in Faith,
trust His
timing and
provision for
my business

The essential oils had such a positive

and life.

impact on my son, we started seeing a
difference within a month of using the
doTERRA oils. And this was good for us
as a family as well. For me as a mom –
I felt empowered and confident knowing
and seeing that I was doing the best for my child.

This business also brings me joy. When I help my

He has now been off the traditional medicines for

customers, when I receive testimonies and thank you

three years and doing very well, and we see his

messages - it makes my heart jump with joy. And the

personality shining through more and more.”

fact that I can take an occasional walk on the beach as

Kea MM: Is this what led you to business:

and when the heart wishes…that's the cherry on top😊

Vee: I was already thinking of going into

I am so glad that you mention ‘joy!’ I am an advocate

business but experiencing the impact of the

for joy in business and career. I believe that if it

essential oils on my son’s life removed all

does not bring you joy, you are in the wrong

hesitation. I was drawn to help others and it is

business or career. What else do you enjoy about

now 3years in business.

your business? My dream for my business has always

How have you experienced being a

been to impact my community positively, give hope to

businessowner? Business is challenging and

those who have given up hope and leave a legacy

amazing all at the same time.

behind for my family. I enjoy that my business allows me

to achieve this. It also enables me to help moms to
simultaneously solve their families' health concerns by
using affordable and effective plant-based solutions and
avoid the side effects of conventional medicine. Most
moms fall asleep praying for two things: health & wellbeing for their family and financial resources. I am glad
that my business is a solution for BOTH. I help moms to
take back control and experience financial freedom while
providing a healthier and more natural way of life for
their families.

I have learnt that I cannot
do life without God by my
side. Nothing else fulfils
that space in my Soul.
Only Jesus can meet all my
needs.
Before going into business, you were challenged
by balancing work and family demands.
What challenges do you face now?
Working from home makes it difficult to really leave
the office...it takes discipline. My biggest challenge is
learning to put my phone away and walk away from
my work at 5pm. We have a house rule: No phone
between 4.30 - 7.30 pm on weekdays. This is our
precious family time.

...and another selfie by her angels

What has been your biggest lesson thus far:
That God shows up for me, because He has always
provided and protected me when all seemed
impossible, and I did not see a way through. I have
learnt that I cannot do life without God by my side.
Nothing else fulfils that space in my Soul. Only Jesus
can meet all my needs.
How has God surprised you in your business?
By connecting me with the right people who need my
help with the oils
Here is something to think about - of the women-owned
businesses out there, it’s estimated that Motherhood is
a demanding vocation! But did you know that about 1 in
3 businesses is owned by a mom? Meaning that s over
4million businesses are owned by mothers.
We give a 🍾🍾 to all moms that are winning at both!!
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...before Light
It was not a lonely time
It was not isolation
It was not abandonment.
It was not God turning His face from me
It was not God forgetting about me
It was not God punishing me
It was a time for quiet
A quiet time to hear
A quiet time to feel
A quiet time to watch
A quiet time to learn
A quiet time to become one with the Creator
To see the dark in the light
It was not a time for anger though it was unjust
It was not a time to break though it was crushing
It was not a time to cry but to let the tears flow

The tears cleaned my Soul
The tears emptied my heart
The tears watered my new beginning
Watered a beginning I did not know or plant
A beginning that started and lived before I existed
I had to cry
I had to break
I had to accept
I had to heal
So that I can be what He created me to be
what He …yearns for me to be
To be His.
His Light.

Joy

Less Stress
Makes Life a

You sit with your hands clutched to the steering wheel,
your stress level rising by the minute. You have exactly
ten minutes before you must get to the day care centre,

and there’s an accident blocking traffic. After you pick up

Stress is a normal reaction to life’s events. It is

Jolene, you’ll have to go to the supermarket, dry cleaner,

what you feel when life demands more than you

and the library. Then it’s time to rush home for dinner,

are used to or can handle at the time. Stress

bathe Jolene, put her to bed, then collapse onto your

management is the recommended treatment for

bed...we have all been

stress. The goal of stress management is to

through this or similar.

enable resilience to cope under pressure and
face challenges without feeling overwhelmed as
well as coping with stress in healthy ways.
Life or periods of life can be highly stressful.
The good news is that there are techniques
you can use in order to bring your stress
level under control:

Reframe the Debate: Suppose you had a
disagreement with a co-worker and you’re worried

Rehearsing Your Behaviour: Knowing what

that you will never be able to enjoy camaraderie

to expect in advance can help you to control

with him or her again. As a result, your stress

your stress level. Say, for instance, you are

level hits the roof. You’ll be much better off if you

preparing for a job interview. You can role

see the disagreement as a challenge to work your

play, with your spouse or friend playing the

way through. It is good to look at the debate as a

part of the interviewer and you portraying the

discussion between two intelligent people. Try

interviewee. In this way, you can practice

your best to see the other person’s perspective. In

your answers to likely questions.

this way, you’ll be engaging in problem-solving
rather than arguing, and your stress may be
reduced because of it.
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STOP Negative Thoughts:
You might also try to stop your negative
thoughts from creeping in. Whenever a
negative thought comes to mind, say “Stop!”
to yourself. Or imagine putting a stop sign in
front of your negative thought. The idea here
is to put an end to negative thinking, to, in
effect, get rid of it so that you don’t have to
think it again. You’ll be surprised how
relaxed you feel once you stop engaging in
negative thinking.

Redirect Your Energy: The less anger you
experience, the less stressed you will feel.
Learning to control your anger is another
important and useful technique. It is often
not a particular situation, but your reaction to
it that causes your stress level to climb.
When you find yourself becoming angry,
redirect your energy. Think of something
relaxing, such as a forest or a seashore.
Let the waves or the trees carry your anger

Boost Your Self Esteem:

away. The adage, “Don’t go to bed angry,”

Being hard on yourself can produce a great

is a motto you should live by.

deal of stress. Once you recognise that you
are a person worthy of love and Grace, you
will be better able to cope with the stressors
that come your way. Exercise is one route to
also take in order to feel better about
yourself. It’s a proven fact that individuals
who exercise have a better outlook on life.

Goal Setting:
Perhaps you’ve always wanted to knit or run
a marathon by the end of the year. Change
your aspirations into goals. The important
thing is to set realistic goals and to commit to
them. Once you reach your goal, you will
most likely feel on top of the world. As you

“In times of stress, the best thing we can do make progress toward your goal, you should
for each other is to listen with our ears and
find your stress level subsiding and your
our hearts and to be assured that our
self-esteem improving.
questions are just as important as our
answers.” - Fred Rogers (Mister Rogers)
Stress relief is an on-going process. You can’t expect to reduce your stress-level permanently in
one day. But, by taking the steps listed above, you might find yourself better able to deal with
stress. Remember, you may not be in complete control of what happens to you on any given
day, but you can learn to control your reaction to it. Focusing on the positive, putting an end to
negative thinking, and setting goals for yourself will decline your stress level. Less stress makes
life is more enjoyable. Even that daily commute to the day care centre might become more
tolerable.
If you continue to feel overwhelmed by stress, don’t be afraid to seek professional help. It
doesn’t mean you’re a failure. It’s important to get help as soon as possible so you can start to
feel and live better.
Nicollette Meyer is a member of the Christian Women Business Network,
a mental wellness, employee wellness professional and owner of Wellness Within
lifepsyche.co.za | info@lifepsyche.co.za

ARE YOU BUSINESS
READY?
Are you one of those who dream of owning a
business?
Perhaps you even talk to friends and family
about your business dreams...
Maybe it is time to stop dreaming and take that
step.
Or maybe you have already taken the step and
you are working day and night to make it a
success?
There is either an entrepreneur or business
owner in each one of us and it is a journey that
we must be willing to take with zeal, excitement,
and caution. Is the book of Genesis not about
God creating? Is that not entrepreneurial? And if
we are created in His image then it makes us
entrepreneurial too, meaning we have the ability
to create solutions for fruitful living.
Dreamers and Creators
Entrepreneurs are the dreamers and creators of
our society. They are the people who make our
lives easier, they create desperately needed
solutions and employment. They are the creative
geniuses who see the world as a place of
endless possibilities. What entrepreneurs want
most is the freedom to create, grow their
business, and make the world a better place. But
rules, regulations, legislation, and compliance
are a demanding must. It is always a struggle for
entrepreneurs and business owners to achieve
perfect balance between their wish for freedom
to achieve goals and meeting all the regulations
and compliance requirements on businesses in
South Africa. This has proven to be extremely
burdensome, and at times, the downfall for many
businesses.
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Corporate Governance/Compliance
At the beginning of most start-up businesses, most
people are excited to get involved with often no focus
on the legal requirements and implications on their
business or decisions they make. It is smart to always
consider the business structure, as well as legal and
compliancy requirements before jumping in and
investing time and money that will never be recovered
should the start-up fold due to missed important
compliance steps.
Corporate Governance and Compliance are concepts
thought only to be applicable to large corporations but
both small and big companies must follow Governance
and Compliance Policies. Ignorance will not save your
business or protect against liability. “Fixing” issues that
were supposed to have been taken care of at
conception or as the business developed become
more troublesome, time consuming and costly when
attended to under pressure – this could be the demise
of a seemingly thriving business.
The following is an example of what many take for
granted when launching a business:
Have you heard of Zoning Laws?
These are South Africa’s Laws set out in Town
Planning Schemes that stipulate types of businesses
to operate in different areas.
Yes, there are specific areas in which your business
can operate – make sure to add this to your checklist.
For instance, if your business is the kind that will have
frequent visits by clients and suppliers, it will require a
Business Zoning Application, especially if situated in a
residential area. This Application may take up to 12
months before approval.
When starting, consider the type of business you want
to establish: Size? Do you wish to keep your personal
assets and business assets separate? Will you bring in
investors or partners? Is a Non-Profit Organisation an
option?

When you have answered the questions
above, and feel ready for a journey in the
interesting world of business, you may move
to the next steps:
Register Your Business to make it a Legal
Entity
In South Africa all types of businesses are
required to register with the Companies and
Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC).
Firstly, decide on a name for your business.
There are guidelines in the Business Names
Act 27 of 1960, Trademarks Act 194 of 1993
and Companies Act 71 of 2008.
There are various forms of vehicles you can
use to run your business. The main forms of
business enterprises in South Africa are the
following:
-Sole Proprietorship
-Partnership
-Private Company
-Public Company
-Non Profit Organisations (NPO’s)
-Non Profit Companies (NPC’s)
-Business Trusts
-There are also what is called Foreign
Companies and Domesticated Companies.
After registration with the CIPC, your business
will be required to pay an annual fee and fill
out an Annual Return and CIPC Compliance
Checklist.
It is not an absolute requirement for Sole
Proprietors and Informal Traders to register
unless they intend to apply for tenders or be a
beneficiary to Government assistance
programmes.
Registered small businesses pay less tax
than tax paid on earnings as an individual.
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SARS Registration
Registration as a taxpayer at SARS is a
definite requirement, whether a sole proprietor
or not. Make sure to pay Pay-As-You-Earn,
Skills Development Levy, and Unemployment
Insurance Fund for all your employees,
including you – if you earn a salary from the
business.

Are You Industry Compliant?
Each industry requires particular license(s) or
registration for businesses to legally operate in
the industry. Some industries require, by law,
that you be registered with a Professional
Association or Industry Organisation. It is
important to find out compliance requirements
by the industry your business will operate in.

Occupational Health and Safety Policy
Health and Safety Policy is imperative for
each business. The Policy must include
precaution for hazards in the work area specific to the industry. It goes without saying
that a First Aid Kit is a must have on every
business premises. The different sizes of
employees determine the Occupational
Health and Safety requirements and
obligations the business must meet.

It is written in Hosea 4:6, ‘My people are destroyed for
lack of Knowledge’ in other words, knowledge is power
and the difference between the success and demise of
your business!!
This is the first of the “We’ve Got You Business Workshops” to
inform and assist with demystifying South Africa’s framework
and laws relating to business. The Christian Women Business
Network host a series of these Online workshops from May
2022. You are invited to visit our website to register to attend.
This article does not serve as legal advice but only as
informative. Always consult a professional.

‘My people are destroyed
for lack
of Knowledge’
Hosea 4:6

Contributed by Estelle Meyer an admitted attorney, owner of Africa Business International legal consulting
firm: B.Proc, LLB, LLM, H.Dip Corporate Law, (RAU) Diploma in Advanced Business Rescue (UNISA), Labour
Law (UCT), Research Fellowship at the Institute for Advanced Legal Studies University of London.
aiic-africa@live.com
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Ugandan Women in MicroBusiness are doing the Unexpected
Women in Africa and most of the world are
disproportionately self-employed in informal
enterprises which increases their vulnerability and
reduces their access to finance and services.
It is impressive that the Ugandan women in
microbusiness are not willing to sit back and watch
but they are taking steps to ensure that they are not
part of the approximated 39.6% world business
ownership by women which the majority is
considered as micro-businesses.
The first step taken to address some the common
difficulties facing women in microbusinesses
Uganda was the launch of the Women in Business
Initiative by Y Factor earlier this year in partnership
with the outstanding businesswomen from the
Rwenzori Region. The formation of this new
association for businesswomen follows the monthly
Farmers' Market event initiated in 2020 by Y Factor.
The Farmers’ Market is a simple but brilliant
opportunity for Organic Farmers to sell their
produce, make relevant connections and extent their
market reach. Soon it became clear that many of the
successful businesses that joined the market were
actually women-led, generating only little income.
Most of the microbusinesses by women are market
vendors buying and selling vegetables or goods,
preparing local meals or street-food across the East
African country. These businesses are an
opportunity for many because of the small starting
capital required, but too often they are not profitable
enough and hardly generate the income to feed their
families, cover school fees, healthcare or even basic
household needs.
But the Ugandan women do not accept defeat but
instead enter the transport sector in an unexpected
unique way... women motorcycle taxi riders. They
are pioneers in their trade and role-models to other
women, showing that women can pursue any type of
business even in challenging environments.
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The expected next game changer is launch of the Start-up
WOBODA, a Digitalisation for Development (D4D) application
that will bring the riders of the Kabarole Women Boda Boda
Riders and Farmers Association more safety, fixed and higher
rates for their goods and tours and create greater visibility for
women working in the transport sector. It promises to be an
excellent support system towards better business growth and
profitability for Ugandan women in microbusinesses.
Such strides become successful and impact communities with
supporters such as the Y Factor - founded by Mr. Irumba
Joseph who says that “The Women in Business Initiative is a
big step for us, the women, and their families. It is not only an
initiative to bring businesswomen together, but also the very
potential of the women themselves that makes women in
business so promising”
Another supporter of the Women in Business Initiative is Anne
Kabahuma Kalinzi, the Managing Director of Communauts &
Tooro Gallery, who highlights that business is challenging for
women running microbusinesses in Uganda because many
women lack access to financial capital, markets and marketing
platforms. They have low knowledge of proper bookkeeping
and financial management. In addition, the certification fees in
Uganda are high for SME's (Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises). But the recent meaningful strides and the
organisations involved have the potential to change the status
quo.
Y Factor was set up as an environmental conscious co-working space
that provides open office, office space and facilitates workshops.
They have also created the Green Energy Market together with the
Uganda Solar Energy Association Contributers by: Joseph Irumba,
Barbara Brunner Founder and Co-Founder of Y Factor Uganda.

Easy Easter Menu

By Romona Morica Pillay

Braised Spinach
Ingredients
2 packets of spinach (sliced and placed in a bowl
of water, with a teaspoon of salt)
1 onion, sliced
1 tomato, sliced
6 dry chillies, broken in half
5 cloves of garlic, cut in half
Salt to taste
Method
Fry onion, chillies and
garlic in oil. Once fried, add tomato then mix and
fry. Add spinach and salt. Cover pot with a lid.
Reduce heat and cook on medium heat. The
spinach will cook in the same water that comes
out from it, so there is no need to add water. Once
the spinach shrinks, mix together and continue
cooking until the water dries up. Remove from the
heat and serve with roti, bread or Naan bread.
Braised Cauliflower
Ingredients
1 cauliflower
(cleaned and cut into
pieces)
1 onion, sliced
1 tomato, sliced
2 Tablespoons chilli
powder
1/2 teaspoon jeera powder
1/2 teaspoon turmeric powder
1/2 teaspoon ground ginger & garlic
Frozen peas (amount depends on your liking)
Method:
1.Place the cleaned & cut cauliflower in pot & cover
with water.
2.Bring to boil, with 1/2 teaspoon bicarbonate of
soda. Once it comes to boil, remove from stove &
drain. Keep aside until ready to use.
3. Fry the onion in oil. Add ginger & garlic.
4. Mix & fry for a few seconds.
5.Add jeera powder, chilli powder & turmeric
powder.
6. Mix & braise for a few seconds.A
7. Add the cauliflower, salt & a 1/4 cup of water.
8. Lower the heat & cover with a lid.
9. Cook on a low heat until the cauliflower softens &
the water dries up.
10. Add peas & simmer for about 5 minutes.
11. Remove from the heat & serve with bread/ roti.
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Fried Fish
Ingredients:
1.5 kg fish (cleaned, cut and washed)
4 Tablespoons chilli powder
1/2 Tablespoon turmeric powder
1/4 teaspoon jeers powder
1 teaspoon ground ginger & garlic Salt to taste
Method
Marinate fish with all the ingredients and leave aside for 15-20
minutes. Fry in hot oil until cooked (about 5 minutes per side)

Hot Cross Bun Pudding
Ingredients
6 Hot Cross Buns
Butter
3 eggs + 1 Egg Yolk
300ml milk
300ml cream
50g Sugar
1 tsp vanilla essence
Pinch of cinnamon powder Sugar to sprinkle over
Method:
1.Grease a casserole with butter.
2. Slice Buns into thin slices and butter both sides.
3. Then place into greased casserole.
4. Whisk together 3 eggs, 1 Egg Yolk, 300ml milk, 300ml
fresh cream, 50g Sugar, 1 teaspoon vanilla essence &
a pinch of cinnamon powder.
5. Pour mixture over Buns and thereafter sprinkle Sugar
6. Cover and allow mixture to sink into Buns for 30
minutes.
7. Bake in pre-heated oven for 30 - 40 mins @ 180°C.
Serve with custard or ice cream.
Social Media: @jjrdivinedivas

